
 
 

DOE Solar PV Installer Registry Application Form 

Terms and Conditions 

I confirm that I have reviewed and accept the following Terms and Conditions for registry 
application on the Department of Energy (DOE) Solar PV Installers pursuant to IAEECC Resolution 
No. 8 and that I will comply with these Terms and Conditions: 

1. I declare that I am competent and have the necessary training to enable me to satisfactorily 
and safely install / commission equipment in the technology areas for which I apply for 
Registration. 

2. I have achieved certification from an accredited training provider in respect of each of the 
technology areas for which I am seeking registration (Copy of certification/education to be 
supplied to the DOE with this application). 

3. I accept that installation which I install / commission may, for quality control and financial 
audit purpose, be inspected by the DOE and I will assist, by making myself available and / 
or disclosing any requested information. 

4. I accept that failure to act on a direction from the DOE or failure to remedy a deficit identified 
as a result of an inspection, may result in my removal from the DOE Solar PV Installer 
Register. 

5. I accept that my engaging in fraudulent or inappropriate behavior will result in my removal 
from the DOE Solar PV Installer Register. 

6. I accept that failure by me to comply with these Terms and Conditions may result in my 
removal from the DOE Solar PV Installer Register. 

7. I am aware that the DOE may de-register installers where the DOE has evidence of 
repeated failures on the part of installers to deliver quality work or give customer 
satisfaction or where the DOE forms the opinion that the installer no longer demonstrates 
adequate competence in the specific discipline. I accept that the DOE may apply specific 
conditions to be met by me before I am eligible for registration. 

8. I agree at my expense to attend targeted workshops or prescribed training or Continual 
Professional Development when so directed by the DOE. 

9. I undertake that the services provided by me will be in accordance with recognized and 
accepted practices, acceptable industry standards and any applicable equipment 
installation guidelines and any relevant national laws and guidelines. 

10. I agree to indemnify the DOE and keep the DOE indemnified from and against any losses, 
liabilities, demands, damages, costs, claims, and expenses (including, without limitation, 
legal costs, and expenses) awarded against suffered, incurred or paid by the DOE which 
arise out of, or are consequential upon or connected with a claim against the DOE by a 
client relating to the installer’s acts or omissions in installing measures and providing 
services to that client. 

11. I accept to be subjected to the visitorial powers / inspection of the DOE whenever 
necessary.  

12. I accept that the Terms and Conditions for registration on the DOE Solar PV Installer 
Register may be updated from time to time on the DOE’s website and these updated Terms 
and Conditions shall apply to me with immediate effect.  

13. I consent to the processing of my personal information that will be collected, processed, 
stored, and shared in accordance with the Data Privacy Act and that the same will be 
posted in the identified website.  
 

______________________________  _________________________ 
     Signature Over Printed Name                                          Date   


